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The thinking behind TOM is actually quite simple….imagine a

technology that allows experts to transfer their knowledge to

computers. This is really the ability to replicate the

decisioning performance of the top experts in an

organization. These virtual experts are created using the

Merlynn TOM (Tacit Object Modeller) technology. Virtual

experts have near limitless capacity and can be integrated

and deployed in pretty much any operational environment. 

1. Model workshops – this is where the experts decisioning framework is defined. This

will essentially tell you what the expert is considering for the key decision.

2. Simulation – a simulator is built which is used to transfer knowledge from the expert

to the system. The simulator works by carefully presenting the expert with various case

files and customer information. The expert is asked to make decisions/judgements off

presented scenarios. The simulator will gradually unpack the thinking processes being

followed by the expert.

3. Final model deployment – the virtual expert is created. This includes the decision

source code and the complete API integration support technologies. Organizations

are able to deploy TOM into third party applications where decision support and

transaction analysis is required.

TOM Models -"The ability
to rapidly create and

deploy virtual experts"
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The development process when creating a TOM model includes the following;



The Decision Theatre is an application that houses the individual TOM models and

enables their practical utilisation. The Decision Theatre comprises the following main

layers;

* TOM model library – These are the actual virtual experts that have been modeled and

created. The user will be able to access the models manually where the user is looking

for decision support. This is achieved through a question/answer process where the

virtual expert asks the user a series of questions before making a decision. The TOM

library can also be used for training where the virtual expert will create a scenario and

the user is asked to respond. The virtual expert is able to explain differences in

decisions that are made.

*Dashboard – The dashboard is used to reflect the decisions of the TOM models

(virtual experts). The user is able to configure KPA’s and strategies on the dashboard

which will then be monitored by the TOM models. An example of this is where a TOM

model watches for a rise in customer retention risk. The SDP is updated and the TOM

model identifies a renewed risk. The dashboard will trigger and alert users to the

elevated risk. The dashboard is able to offer remedial advice to assist in the risk

mitigation.

Decision Theatre -
"Real time

decisioning control"
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* SDP (Situational Data Pool) – The organisation can

populate the SDP database with the information that

the TOM models require for their respective decisions.

The TOM models will make decisions based on the

SDP and reflect this on the Decision Theatre

Dashboard.



Virtual experts are being created that are designed to improve

the quality of the interventions as well as the associated cost

when managing patient care.

TOM is developing expertise in the areas of critical care,

pathology, authorisations and claims.

TOM in Medical
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TOM has been deployed to assist in key decisions made by law enforcement agents.

Virtual experts assist in the risk monitoring and management of offenders. Field agents

are quickly able to access decision support services when required. 

TOM Law Enforcement

TOM is ideally suited to the high volume, high value environments that

make up the financial sectors. TOM virtual experts assess and flag

potentially illicit transactions at the source without delay. The result

being a far more responsive transaction environments

TOM in Finance

TOM will create a real time risk management framework.

Risk is categorized into:

• Risk Objects – the things you want to monitor

(employees, transactions, infrastructure..)

• Risk Elements – the things about the Risk Objects

(retention, fraud, alerts..)

TOM in risk allows for panels of virtual experts to monitor

and manage the organization in real time.

Your best team available 24/7

TOM in Risk



Merlynn charges a fee for use for the developed virtual experts. The TOM virtual expert

library is accessed via an API library.

Ready built - The TOM Decision Theatre has a built in API function which is able to facilitate

and manage communication between the organization and the virtual expert libraries.

Third party integration - The TOM  API library allows organizations  to integrate TOM

models into existing or future applications. The effect of this being the ability to seamlessly

introduce virtual experts into real time transactions in the organization. Integration includes

mobile, desktop, web and cloud applications.

Application
Programming Interface
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Pricing
Product pricing is project dependent and will include considerations around proof of

concept, number of TOM virtual experts, integration requirements, implementation and

support.

Merlynn is committed to building sustainable, win-win relationships with its technology

users and to this end a business value matrix will be completed prior to a project being

agreed.



Merlynn vision is to be the defining personality in the development of artificial intelligence

based virtual experts where the intelligence has been derived from actual human sources. 

Our technology objective is to get computers to think and respond in much the same way

as a real human expert would. The result being a blend between technology and humanity

where the focused outcome is around  better and faster decisions.

The Merlynn team comprises a dedicated team of machine learning experts with vast

technical and field experience. Merlynn has a global operations footprint which sees it

partnering with businesses and organizations across a number of industry sectors

Merlynn Intelligence
Technologies
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Contact
3 Einstein Street

Centurion

South Africa

www.merlynn.co.za

www.up2tom.com

info@merlynn.co.za


